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In the months following Russia’s February 24, 2022 invasion of Ukraine, groups and
individuals around the world responded, taking to social media to express their solidarity with
Ukraine, holding fundraisers to support the many organizations providing humanitarian aid, and
standing with their local Ukrainian communities at protests and rallies. Canada’s music
community was no exception to this, as throughout the Spring and Summer of 2022 benefit
concerts were organized from coast to coast to coast, providing opportunities for musicians,
organizers, and audiences to express their support. From a sombre concert held by the Vancouver
Symphony Orchestra, to a joyful celebration of Ukrainian culture in a St. John’s, Newfoundland
bar, to creating space for community reflections at St. Jude’s Cathedral in Iqaluit, Nunavut, these
events were all strongly tied to their local contexts and the needs of the community in which they
occurred1. As one piece of a much larger, global response to the conflict, these local music
events create and strengthen links to a broader international community, through their connection
to these local contexts, their potential to combat feelings of helplessness, and their roles as forms
of resistance against the oppression of the Russian regime.
Before examining Ukraine-specific benefit concerts, it is first important to understand the
context of the benefit concert as a tool for fundraising and social engagement. These events as
they are seen today emerged out of an early 19th century tradition of individual musicians
holding so-called benefit concerts for their own personal financial gain. Despite criticism for
being “over-commercialized” and “lacking artistic merit,”2 these events were also seen as
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“prestigious high points of the concert season,”3 and were financially lucrative for those
involved.4
Eventually, recognizing the power of music as a tool for social change and engagement –
its ability to “initiate, motivate, collaborate, communicate, instigate, nurture, dispute, repulse,
and reconcile”5 – the goal of these events shifted away from financial support for the performer
and towards support (both financial and ideological) for a variety of causes. Using a combination
of entertainment value (encouraging audiences to purchase tickets), empathy (using the event as
“an outlet for [the] impulse to help”6), and the mobilization of peer groups (making giving a
social norm), these concerts remain a popular and effective form of fundraiser.7 In addition to
fundraising, the music performed at these events can also support the cause in question through
its capacity to “reflect political tensions and suggest social compromises,” with different
compositional styles and programming choices allowing the music to “individualize as
effectively as nationalize, and unite as effectively as divide.”8
With this new, broader focus, benefit concerts began to interact with communities in
different ways, particularly as the concerts’ beneficiaries were often distinctly separate from the
groups holding the events. Frequently (and especially in the case of large-scale events such as
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1985’s “Live Aid”), this separation was reinforced by the ways in which concerts perpetuated
ideas of “distant suffering” with relation to their beneficiaries, a form of “othering” which
“[reinforced] the idea that those needing help are inert and perhaps hopeless because of their
incredibly dire circumstances.”9 This othering was furthered by what historian William Michael
Schmidli refers to as “thin messages,” messages around human rights abuses or other social
issues which, despite having the potential to raise awareness or inspire activism, fail to
communicate the local context of or other key factors behind the issues in question.10 The use of
celebrities as key spokespeople for these events strongly contributed to the use of this messaging
style, as “celebrities might misrepresent the issues, oversimplifying them or presenting them
without verification.”11 This messaging served to increase the perceived distance between
audiences and the concert’s beneficiaries, positioning audiences and performers as “benevolent,
ethical consumers with a shared (somewhat paternalistic) concern” for those their event was
intended to benefit.12 This positioning has been criticized in the years since “Live Aid”, both for
its portrayal of beneficiary communities, and for encouraging what in many cases amounts to
only a surface-level understanding of complex social issues, presenting simplified images while
denying beneficiaries the autonomy of telling their own stories.
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When considering the ways in which Canadian benefit concerts for Ukraine interact with
ideas of both local and global community, it is important to note the ways in which these events
differ from standards set out by events such as “Live Aid”. In most cases, these Canadian
concerts center performers who either are part of the Ukrainian community themselves, or who
otherwise hold deep connections to the community. Rather than promoting a sense of distance or
separation, this centering of the Ukrainian community returns the autonomy of storytelling to the
beneficiaries, removing any sense of othering or paternalistic concern, and building upon ideas
of interconnectedness in order to strengthen local links to a broader, international community.
In addition to their centering of the Ukrainian community, these events are also deeply
impacted by and responsive to their own local contexts, making them accessible to and
furthering their engagement with members of local communities. One such event, the Calgary
Jazz Orchestra’s April 10, 2022 “Ukrainian Humanitarian Relief Concert”, marked the
ensemble’s return to live music for the first time since the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic. As such, despite serving as a fundraiser for a serious cause, the event had a
celebratory tone, described by bandleader Johnny Summers as “a big celebration, [to] get
everyone together, and put a smile on everyone’s face.”13
On the opposite end of the spectrum, the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra’s “A Tribute to
Ukraine” was made more sombre by the tragic passing of acclaimed conductor Boris Brott, who
was set to conduct the concert. In a press release about the event, VSO CEO Angela Elster
described Brott’s death as “heartbreaking” and “terribly shocking,” but also affirmed that the
orchestra’s “mission ‘to create, curate, and connect irresistible musical experiences’ continues
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throughout times of crisis – both here at home and across the globe.”14 Elster went on to describe
the VSO’s determination “to keep the music going so that our community has a place for the
expression of heartbreak and grief” and her own desire to “let the music bring [the community]
together so that we are elevated, inspired, and find comfort in one another and the VSO’s
music.”15 By holding space not only for the Ukrainian community but also for those grieving
within the local music community, the event could gain a deeper level of personal resonance for
both audience members and performers, giving additional weight to Brott’s own programming
selections of works by Myroslav Skoryk and Larysa Kuzmenko, and Mykola Lysenko’s “Prayer
for Peace”.16
Concerts across Canada have also pivoted from their originally scheduled programming
into benefit concerts in response to the February 24 invasion. At Ontario’s Western University, a
vocal studio recital was turned into a full-scale benefit concert, inspired by both the instructor’s
and students’ personal connections to Ukraine.17 Similarly, when a PEI Symphony Orchestra
performance of Beethoven’s 9th Symphony had to be cancelled due to concerns about the number
of musicians on stage amidst rising COVID-19 cases,18 president Wraychel Horne described the
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decision to pivot to a benefit concert as “a natural direction to take.”19 Horne went on to call the
April 2022 concert “a gesture of solidarity through music and a mindful reflection of our global
sense of justice,” noting that “live music is a shared experience of how we bond as a community”
which, whether “locally or globally, […] is a mechanism to express our humanity.”20
In each case, these concerts have demonstrated a high level of responsiveness to
conditions in their local communities, whether through the tone of the concert, or through
changes made to pre-existing events in order to fulfill local needs. This responsiveness highlights
the degree to which these events are connected to the communities in which they occur, a
connection which is also made clear by the depth of support local community members have
provided for the events.
In addition to supporting the concerts’ beneficiaries, local communities have also
extended support to the concerts’ performers. Brian Cherwick, a musician in St. John’s,
Newfoundland-based Ukrainian band The Kubasonics, experienced this support firsthand as
Music NL – the province’s music industry association – reached out to the band following the
February 24 invasion to express its support and solidarity.21 Cherwick describes this support as
characteristic of The Kubasonics’ experience in the province, describing how, unlike their
experience elsewhere in Canada where they were “pigeonholed” into playing only at specifically
Ukrainian events, in St. John’s, the band are “musician[s] that [play] Ukrainian music” as
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opposed to “Ukrainian musicians,” with much deeper integration into the local music scene.22
The depth of the group’s integration into the local community was made evident when The
Kubasonics began to organize their own benefit concert, as they were met with support from
popular Newfoundland musicians The Once and Tim Baker, an offer of venue space from the St.
John’s Arts and Culture Centre, and eventually a sold-out audience which raised over $30 000
for the Red Cross.23
As was the case with The Kubasonics’ concert, the reception of these benefit concerts
nationwide has been extremely positive, with organizers and performers both shocked by the
levels of interest in their events. Carina Romagnoli, organizer of Winnipeg’s April 3rd
“Stand with Ukraine” concert, described herself as being “at a complete loss for words for how
amazing the Manitoba community [was] in supporting [the] event,” after all 526 tickets sold out
and hundreds of additional viewers joined via livestream.24 Similarly, Steve Melnick, organizer
of “Rocking for Ukraine” in Whitney Pier, Nova Scotia, was rendered “speechless” by the
approximately $29 000 raised at his event.25 Melnick attributed the success to the “kindness,
concern, and caring of everybody in the community.”26
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The response to these concerts further illustrates the extent to which these events are
rooted in their local contexts, as well as the fact that they are not isolated efforts by the organizer
and performers, but instead engage the community at large. Rather than supporting a mentality of
distant suffering or paternalistic concern, these events more accurately represent the honest
desire of one community to help another.
One potential explanation for the strength of the community response to these concerts is
music’s capacity to provide individuals with an opportunity to actively combat feelings of
helplessness such as those which have emerged out of news of the Ukrainian conflict. H. Louise
Davis identified benefit concerts as an opportunity to “overtly express compassion and enact
protest,”27 and similarly, when discussing London, Ontario’s Aeolian Hall’s “Concert for Peace,”
executive and artistic director Clark Bryan described the need for “creative people […] to be at
the forefront to help solve our problems,” as “they have the optimism to believe that we can
make a difference, make change.”28 The expressions of compassion, protest, and optimism found
in these benefit concerts work to counter the burnout that comes with emotional overload and
exhaustion, including that which many individuals have experienced since the beginning of the
war in Ukraine. This burnout is exacerbated when individuals feel powerless, or that they are at
the mercy of a situation which they can do nothing about,29 an experience commonly described
by those organizing and participating in the benefit concerts.
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Lilya Medyinska, a member of the Rusalka Ukrainian Dance Ensemble and a performer
in Winnipeg’s “Stand with Ukraine” concert described the ways in which her community’s
concert helped to alleviate her own feelings of powerlessness:
A lot of us felt very helpless when we learned about the invasion in Ukraine, so being
able to come together with the community and a lot of the local performing groups here is
really important to us […] Being able to do this and celebrate our culture when it’s in
jeopardy right now during the invasion makes it really heartwarming to see the
community come together, and really try to do something to help our fellow Ukrainians
back home.30
In Medyinska’s case, the benefit concert provided an opportunity to alleviate feelings of
helplessness and instead feel that she was making a tangible impact. Medyinska’s comments also
foreground the importance of the community’s involvement, both as performers and as audience
members, further reinforcing the ways in which local community efforts can strengthen ties to
the international community.
In addition to events with clearly defined audience and performer roles, concerts have
also been held which encourage more active participation across all attendees. The Iqaluit,
Nunavut-based group Friends of Ukraine organized their event “Friends of Ukraine for World
Peace” in an effort to create “a gathering where people can join together in their support for
Ukraine.”31 In addition to performances by local musicians, the event featured an open mic,
where anyone in attendance was welcome to share a “peace-related poem or story.”32 This setup
provided a way for the community to demonstrate their support, not only through attendance or
financial contributions, but also through performances of their own, in turn creating an
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opportunity for active engagement and thus an outlet for feelings of helplessness. Organizer Julie
Vaddapli reaffirmed the value of providing this outlet, explaining that “everyone [wanted] to
help, they just didn’t know how,” and that once the event was suggested, it was met with an
“outpouring of support and solidarity.”33
The act of performing traditional Ukrainian music also provides a sense of tangible action
for performers. Olena Bratishko, collaborative pianist for Western University’s “Songs for
Ukraine” concert, describes the music as a “safety net” which provides a “sense of contributing,”
saying: “This is what I can do here. Unfortunately, you know, I cannot go and fight, but I can do
it here. I can bring my kids so that they see the Ukrainian concert, they hear the Ukrainian songs.
I can bring the community together.”34 In Bratishko’s case, performing Ukrainian music allowed
her to strengthen her personal sense of connection to the international Ukrainian community,
linking local and international communities while helping to relieve her own feelings of
helplessness.
It is clear that across Canada these concerts have provided a venue in which both
performers and audience members can feel active rather than powerless, and gain the sense that
their local actions can have a positive and tangible international impact. It is also made apparent
in the comments from participants that these events are often created due to the strong personal
connections to Ukraine held by organizers and performers. The resulting combination of a deep
personal desire to engage and strong ties to the beneficiary community once again sets these
concerts apart from similar events which distance the event itself from its beneficiaries. Instead,
the closeness between the local and international communities involved serves as a major
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strength for the event, increasing local support in a way which benefits not only the beneficiaries
but also local participants.
While combatting feelings of helplessness, music also acts a powerful and poignant form
of political resistance. With historical precedents ranging from its use by prisoners of war to
prevent indoctrination, to the emergence of protest music as a reaction to World War II,35
music’s influence during periods of conflict has been widely acknowledged. This was recognized
by “Stand with Ukraine” organizer Carina Romagnoli as she described her concert as “perhaps
one of the most important shows that our artists have ever been a part of” as they “are dancing
and singing in solidarity with the people of Ukraine for their safety, for their freedom, and for
their sovereignty.”36
In addition to the ideological weight behind these concerts, the performance of Ukrainian
music specifically is an act of resistance in and of itself. When discussing the planning of the
Kubasonics’ St. John’s concerts, Brian Cherwick described “nearly cancel[ing]” the band’s
preplanned shows following the invasion, feeling that the band’s music – which Cherwick refers
to as “Ukrainian party songs” – would be inappropriate given the circumstances.37 However,
Cherwick’s Ukrainian family members encouraged him to continue on with the shows as a
rebuttal against Russian President Vladimir Putin’s claims that Ukrainian culture does not exist,
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instead showing that Ukrainian culture is “loved and celebrated, even somewhere as far away as
Newfoundland.”38
Similarly, Western University’s “Songs for Ukraine” was described in an April 7 article
by the CBC as “a way […] to fight back against Russian violence and oppression from halfway
around the world.”39 Student and performer Mykyta Duvalko specifically attributed this to the
historical context of the Ukrainian art songs performed at the event, explaining that the songs’
history of being “covered up and oppressed for hundreds of years” made them a particularly
powerful tool for resistance; a testament to the fact that “no matter how many times they tried to
destroy our culture, destroy our music, we’ll continue to sing our pieces, we’ll continue to speak
Ukrainian, and we will protest and we will thrive and we will overcome.”40 The works
performed at the Western University concert had historically been censored, first by the Russian
Empire, and later by the Soviet Union,41 but pianist Olena Bratishko notes that composers were
still creating Ukrainian music, even under these regimes: “They were promoting Ukrainian
culture. They wanted the Ukrainian culture to keep living and they wanted generations to know
our history.”42 In this way, this concert of Ukrainian art songs builds upon an extensive history of
the songs’ use as tools for resistance and the preservation of Ukrainian culture.
Whether through The Kubasonics’ joyful experimentation around traditional Ukrainian
music or through “Songs for Ukraine’s” contribution to the extensive political history of
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Ukrainian art songs, it is clear that the performance of Ukrainian music and the celebration of
Ukrainian culture is inherently an act of political resistance. By countering Putin’s claim that
Ukrainian culture does not exist, these performances tangibly push back against the Russian
regime. In using local events as the vehicle for this resistance, these benefit concerts once again
demonstrate both the autonomy of Ukrainian performers to tell their stories and share their
culture, and the ways in which these local musical events are powerfully linked to a broader
international community.
In conclusion, Canadian benefit concerts in support of Ukraine demonstrate the ways in
which such concerts can honour and uplift their beneficiaries, rather than othering or looking
down on them. From expressions of performers’ deep personal connections to Ukraine, to
outpourings of support and solidarity by entire communities, these concerts have served as a
forum through which communities can take action, relieving feelings of helplessness and
creating a strong basis of local engagement. This local grounding then supports these events as
they function as forms of resistance, refuting claims against Ukrainian culture and allowing
individuals to take tangible action in spite of geographic distance. It is this strong connection
between local and global communities which has allowed these concerts to become as impactful
as they have, reaffirming what Clark Bryan describes as “the power of creativity and community
to conquer our greatest challenges.”43
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